Project Name

KULAIMANO ELDERLY HOUSING PROJECT
KAHUKU ELDERLY HOUSING PROJECT
HAUSTEN GARDENS
OLD VINEYARD ST
JACK HALL WAIPAHU
HALE O’HAUOLI ELDERLY
LUANA GARDENS II
PUALANI MANOR
HAILI ELDERLY
SMITH-BERETANIA APARTMENTS
HALE MAHAOLU ELUA
HOME PUMEHANA
RIVER PAUAHI APARTMENTS
KAPUNAI
WAIPAHU HALL ELDERLY
KEKAHA PLANTATION ELDERLY HOUSING
KANEHOE ELDERLY PROJECT
KEOLA HOOMALU ELDERLY
MAUNAKEA TOWER APARTMENTS
WESTLAKE APARTMENTS
HALE HOALOHA
RIVERSIDE APARTMENTS
KALANI GARDEN APARTMENTS
KULANA NANI
HALAWAVIEW APARTMENTS
LAHAINA SURF
MAKALAPA MANOR APARTMENTS
BERETANIA NORTH-KUKUI TOWER
MALULANI HALE
KEOLA HOONANEKA
WAIPAHU TOWER
KEWALO APARTMENTS
JACK HALL KONA
LUANA GARDENS III
LIHUE GARDENS ELDERLY
KAMANA ELDERLY
RESIDENTIAL  SVCS. PROJ.  OF HARC II
RES SERVICES PROJECT OF HARC III
HALE ULU HOI
MANA OLA NA KEANUENUE
ARC OF HAWAII HOUSING PROJECT NUMBER 8
THE DUPLEX
HALE O MANA’O LANA HOU
HELEMANO PLANTATION VILLAGE
KAUAI ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY INC.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES PROJECT IV
KONA KRAFTS GROUP HOME
HALE LAHAI NA
PAUAHI ELDERLY
PAHALA ELDERLY
ARC OF HAWAII HOUSING PROJECT NO. 7
HALE KIHEI
ARC OF HAWAII HOUSING PROJ. NO. 11
HALE KANALOA
HALE LOKAHI AKAHI
AINAKEA ELDERLY HOUSING PROJECT
HALE ULU HOI 11
HALE MAHAOLU EKOLU
ARC OF HAWAII PROJECT NUMBER 10
CAPTAIN COOK ELDERLY HSG. PROJECT